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  Detail of outcome


      
        

    
          
The CMA has launched a consultation on draft amendments to existing rules and guidance in energy and airports appeals and new rules and guidance in water and air traffic services appeals.
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The responses to the CMA’s open letter can be found above.
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      Summary

  
          The CMA called for views on whether to make changes to its rules and guidance for licence modification appeals.

  


            This consultation ran from
7 December 2021 to
        11:59pm on 30 January 2022





      


    
      
  Consultation description



      

    
        
The Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) called for views on whether to make changes to its rules and guidance for licence modification appeals.


We sought views on the rules and guidance to apply to new appeals regimes in water and air traffic services.


Deadline to respond


We welcome submissions to licenceappealsproject@cma.gov.uk from interested parties by the end of January.


Next steps


Following completion of the process of stakeholder engagement, we will consult on rules and guidance for the new functions described in our letter and will consider whether consulting on changes to the existing rules and guidance is appropriate.


Our current intention is to complete this process by Summer 2022.


Your responses


The information stakeholders provide in response to this open letter will help inform our project.


In accordance with our policy of openness and transparency, we will publish non-confidential versions of responses on our webpages. If your response contains any information that you regard as sensitive and that you would not wish to be published, please provide at the same time a non-confidential version for publication on our webpages which omits that material and which explains why you regard it as sensitive.


When handling personal data (like your contact details), we comply with data protection law, as set out in the UK GDPR and the Data Protection Act 2018 and other law designed to protect sensitive information.


For more information about the CMA’s statutory functions, how the CMA processes personal data and your rights relating to that personal data (including your right to complain), please visit the CMA’s Personal Information Charter.
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